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Introduction
This white paper is intended to assist technical personnel as they design and implement the bare metal and
dissimilar hardware recovery features of Backup Exec™ 2014 and make related decisions. The business value
of Backup Exec™ 2014’s bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery technology will also be considered in this
white paper.
This white paper will explore the following topics related to the bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery
technology found within Backup Exec™ 2014:


Business Value



Underlying Principles



Recovery Disk



Data Deduplication



Domain Controller Recovery Considerations



Encryption Considerations



Licensing



Notes and Best Practices

Note: For step-by-step instructions for installing and managing Backup Exec™ 2014’s bare metal and dissimilar
hardware recovery features, please refer to the Backup Exec™ 2014 Administrator’s Guide available here: TECH205797.
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Business Value
Modern Business is Driven by Servers
Modern businesses are based upon an electronic foundation comprised of one or more servers. These servers
contain and manage critical applications and data that are the lifeblood of business, without which businesses
cannot function at a very basic level. Some examples of critical applications found on these servers might be
Exchange, SQL, SharePoint, or Active Directory.
Unfortunately, servers fail. It is not a matter of if a server will fail; it’s a matter of when. Without adequate
planning and preparation, server downtime can cause financial damage to organizations as the ability to
generate revenue is lost, and the company’s ability to meet regulatory compliance requirements is affected.
Planning for operational continuity and recovery from outages is rapidly becoming an urgent priority for all
types of businesses today.
Causes of Server Failure and Downtime
The danger of server failure is a reality for all IT professionals. There are a variety of events that can cause
server failure—and natural disasters are only one example. The list of possible causes of server failure includes
the following:


User Error - The most common form of server failure is user error. Users are people, and people make
mistakes. Whether it’s the end user downloading and installing the wrong application or visiting the
wrong websites, or the IT administrator setting down a cup of coffee at the wrong place at the wrong
time, the human element consistently leads the way among causes of server failure.



Planned Downtime - Planned downtime is another common cause of server downtime. Servers
require maintenance in order to perform at an optimal level over a long period of time. Sometimes
planned maintenance events can inadvertently lead to server failure when maintenance tasks, for
whatever reason, prevent a server from coming back online and operating correctly, or coming back
online at all.



Hardware Failures - When it comes to hardware failures, it’s not a question of when, but how often.
Hardware failures happen on a frequent basis. This can be due to defective hardware, equipment
maintenance problems, power-related issues, accidents, and other causes. The risk of hardware failure
becomes greater as the size and complexity of a data center increases.



Viruses and Malware - Other potential causes of system failure include malicious code designed
specifically to exploit security vulnerabilities in IT infrastructure. Both viruses and malware can put
servers at risk, even if security software is present and up to date. Some malicious code is designed to
destroy data, while others are designed to steal data, and still others are designed to secretly take
control of systems and compromise security over a long period of time.



Natural Disasters - Natural disasters are also among the threats that can cause system failure,
although they are among the most unlikely. Hurricanes, floods, fires, tornados, and other natural
events can certainly bring servers down and cause them to fail, and perhaps even physically destroy
them.

Cost of Server Downtime
The cost of server downtime includes tangible, direct costs such as lost transaction revenue, lost wages, lost
inventory, remedial labor costs, marketing costs, bank fees and legal penalties from failing to meet regulatory
compliance requirements or from not delivering on service level agreements, and intangible, indirect costs
including lost business opportunities, loss of employees and/or employee morale, decrease in stock value, loss
of customer/partner goodwill, brand damage, driving business to competitors or even bad publicity.
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Figure 1: Cost of Server Downtime
The cost of server downtime can be very significant to an organization, and perhaps even fatal. The longer the
server downtime persists, the greater the damage, and the more likely the IT “blow” suffered to the
organization becomes fatal. This is also true for partners and service providers with responsibility for the
business continuity of end user customers. The ability to recover quickly from server failure is a key element of
any service provider’s portfolio.
Server Recovery Problems and Obstacles
In light of the problem of server failure and downtime, it is critical that businesses equip themselves with tools
and solutions to recover from such an event. Solutions that enable quick server recovery in the event of a
disaster can mitigate both the server downtime itself as well as the associated costs.
Of course, there are obstacles and problems that make old server recovery methods, as well as new elements
of the server recovery problem, difficult to overcome. These include the complexity of manual server recovery
processes as well as the problem of recovering to dissimilar hardware configurations.
Complexity of Manual Server Recovery
Manual server recovery can be a time-consuming and tedious process. Typically, manual recovery includes
rebuilding a server by reinstalling the operating system, rebooting several times throughout the recovery
process, reconfiguring the system, loading backup software, and hoping that no errors have occurred along the
way. This process, which can take hours or even days, generally exceeds the capabilities of the average small
business.

Figure 2: Complexity of Manual Server Recovery
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For larger organizations, the complexity of the server recovery problem can be exacerbated when an
organization has one or more remote sites at which servers are located.
The Dissimilar Hardware Problem
Recovering to dissimilar hardware is also essential to effective server protection. It is cost-prohibitive for
companies to maintain standby replicas of production server configurations for recovery purposes. Even in
situations where standby hardware is available, small variations in hardware builds can cause problems for full
server recovery solutions that are not equipped to deal with dissimilar hardware.
Bare Metal and Dissimilar Hardware Recovery with Backup Exec™ 2014
To help businesses prepare for and overcome the problem of server failure and downtime, Symantec has
introduced Backup Exec™ 2014 with integrated bare metal recovery and dissimilar hardware recovery – also
known as hardware discovery - capabilities. These features make full server recovery easy, and offer it as a
built-in element of Backup Exec™ 2014 data and application protection practices.
Now, using Backup Exec™ 2014, a single backup for a server can protect it against all types of disaster or failure
and enable all of the following types of recovery:
Server Recovery Features Supported by Backup Exec™ 2014
Bare Metal Server Recovery



Bare Metal Server Recovery to Dissimilar Hardware Configurations



Application Recovery (Agent for Applications and Databases required)



Granular Application Recovery (Agent for Applications and Databases required)



File and Folder Recovery



All of these recovery capabilities are offered in a single product and solution, Backup Exec™ 2014.
Symantec Backup Exec
Symantec Backup Exec™ delivers powerful, flexible, and easy-to-use backup and recovery to protect your
entire infrastructure, whether built upon virtual, physical, or a combination of both. Using modern technology,
Backup Exec backs up local or remote data to virtually any storage device including tape, disk and cloud.
Recovery is fast and efficient. With a few simple clicks, you can quickly search and restore granular file or
application objects, applications, VMs, and servers directly from backup storage. Additionally, easily protect
more data while reducing storage costs through integrated deduplication and archiving technology.


Powerful: Super charge the performance of your backup with Backup Exec. Get fast and reliable
backups that are up to 100% faster than prior releases, comprehensive and innovative virtualization
capabilities, and powerful built-in data deduplication and archiving. Avoid lengthy downtime and
missing a critical backup window with Backup Exec.



Flexible: Not all backup solutions have the flexibility to protect your environment while also supporting
agile recovery. You should be able to recover what you need, when you need it - quickly and easily.
Whether you want to recover a single, critical file or an entire server, Backup Exec can quickly search
and restore without mounting or staging multiple backup jobs. Backup Exec protects hybrid
architectures with a single solution that backs up to virtually any storage device and achieves fast,
efficient, versatile recovery.



Easy to use: Traditional, complex and point backup and recovery solutions can be inefficient, time
consuming, and expensive to manage. Through intuitive wizards and insightful dashboards, Backup
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Exec is easy to implement, use and manage, whether you’re upgrading from a previous version or
switching from an alternative solution.
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Underlying Principles
General
The bare metal and dissimilar hardware restore capabilities in Backup Exec™ 2014 represent the combination
of modern file-by-file protection technology in Backup Exec and recovery disk and dissimilar hardware restore
capabilities borrowed from the Symantec System Recovery product. It is important to note that Backup Exec™
2014 does not employ “imaging” technology in its bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery features;
rather, these recovery capabilities are enabled by an optimized file-based technology in Backup Exec™ 2014
known as Simplified Disaster Recovery (SDR).
Simplified Disaster Recovery (SDR)
The core technology that enables the bare metal and dissimilar hardware restore capabilities within Backup
Exec™ 2014 is called Simplified Disaster Recovery (SDR). This technology ensures that key system-level
elements of a server are captured and stored as part of a backup operation. When a bare metal or dissimilar
hardware restore operation is performed, this system-level information is used to rebuild the failed server and
restore it to a functional state. Some of these critical system components include:


System volume



Boot volume



Services volumes



System state components

In Backup Exec™ 2014, the SDR feature is enabled by default for every new backup job that is created. It is
represented within the Backup Exec™ 2014 user interface as a part of the backup selections screen through a
ribbon titled “Simplified Disaster Recovery” as shown in the figure below:

Figure 3: Simplified Disaster Recovery Ribbon
If they want to, administrators can disable SDR by unselecting elements of the server that are required to
restore the server from a bare metal state, such as the “C:\” volume, certain sub-elements of the “C:\” volume,
or “System State” elements.
In addition to enabling bare metal recovery and dissimilar hardware recovery, SDR enables other recovery
features supported by Backup Exec™ 2014, such as:
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Online Server Recovery – The ability to perform a complete recovery of a protected server while it’s
online



Physical-to-virtual Conversions (P2V) – Virtual conversion tasks which are processed in parallel with a
backup task



Backup-to-virtual (B2V) - Virtual conversion tasks which are processed after a backup task



Point-in-time conversions (PIT) - “Ad hoc” or on demand B2V conversions which can be run any time
after a backup

This technical white paper will focus exclusively on the bare metal recovery and dissimilar hardware recovery
features of Backup Exec™ 2014.
Whenever a backup job is modified such that the SDR feature is disabled, all corresponding recovery features
that rely upon SDR are not available from those backups.
Recovery Features Enabled by Simplified Disaster Recovery
Bare Metal Recovery



Dissimilar Hardware Recovery



Online Server Recovery



Physical to Virtual Conversions (P2V)



Backup to Virtual (B2V)



Point in Time (Ad Hoc) Conversion



Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) Integration
In accordance with Microsoft best practices, the methods used by Backup Exec™ 2014 to capture SDR-enabled
backups integrate with the Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) to ensure that backups are both
complete and consistent.
Complete Backups
Through integration with VSS, the backups captured by Backup Exec™ 2014 include all selected elements, even
if they are components of the active operating system or are considered to be in an “open” state. This includes
all selected operating system elements, such as the registry, and system state components.
Consistent Backups
This same integration also ensures that the backups captured are in a consistent state, and have been properly
placed into a “quiet” mode at the time the snapshot is captured. This ensures that the operating system will
boot and operate properly after a bare metal or dissimilar hardware restore operation.
DR File
Each backup set captured by a backup job that is enabled for SDR includes a disaster recovery or ‘DR’ file (file
with the .DR extension). This file contains key metadata leveraged during bare metal and dissimilar hardware
restore processes to recreate a physical server’s confiuration from bare metal.
Applicable Backup Methods
The Simplified Disaster Recovery feature of Backup Exec™ 2014 applies only to agent-based backups, meaning
backups captured through the Agent for Windows. This means that SDR backups, and therefore the bare metal
and dissimilar hardware restore recovery capabilities enabled by this feature, are generally limited to
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standalone physical servers with a local install of the Agent for Windows, which backed up through the Agent
for Windows using the agent-based backup approach.
In most cases, VMware and Hyper-V virtual machines, even if they contain a local install of the Agent for
Windows, are not backed up through an agent-based process. In VMware and Hyper-V environments it is
usually optimal to protect virtual machines through host-based snapshot methods using the Agent for VMware
and Hyper-V, rather than through the locally installed Agent for Windows. In these situations, the SDR feature
does not apply, and as such the features enabled by the SDR feature are not available.
Although bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery, as enabled by the SDR feature of Backup Exec™ 2014,
are not available when protecting virtual machines using host-based backups, equivalent restore capabilities
are achieved through built-in features of the Agent for VMware and Hyper-V. These include the following:
Virtual Machine Recovery Features of the Agent for VMware and Hyper-V
Full Virtual Machine Recovery



Application Recovery



Granular Application Recovery (requires Agent for Applications and Databases)



Granular File and Folder Recovery (requires Agent for Applications and Databases)



Redirected Recovery



Note: For further details on the backup and recovery features available for VMware and Hyper-V virtual machines using
the Agent for VMware and Hyper-V, please refer to the Backup Exec™ 2014 Administrator’s Guide available here:
DOC5211.

Bare Metal and Dissimilar Hardware Recovery Overview
Performing a bare metal or dissimilar hardware recovery operation with Backup Exec™ 2014 is driven primarily
by the use of the recovery disk, which by default is on DVD media. The general process outline is as follows:
Server is online and operational, and protected by Backup Exec™ 2014.

Figure 4: Protected Server is Operational
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Server failure event occurs.

Figure 5: Protected Server Experiences Failure Event

Administrator performs bare metal or dissimilar hardware restore using recovery disk.

Figure 6: Server is Recovered Using Recovery Disk

Server returns to normal operational state.

Figure 7: Server Returns to Operational State

Automated Server Recovery
During a bare metal or dissimilar hardware recovery operation, the server system is reconstructed using the
data contained in the selected backup set. This includes the process of formatting and partitioning the disk
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system, restoring basic disk boot components such as the MBR or GPT, and recovering the file contents of the
server including the operating system and data files. The server is returned to a consistent point in time
associated with the selected backup set.
SDR technology automates, simplifies, and significantly speeds up the server recovery process when compared
to the legacy method of recovering a server using a manual rebuilding process.
Modern System and Volume Configuration Support
It’s important to note that the bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery capabilities of Backup Exec™ 2014,
including the associated recovery disk, support both EFI/UEFI as well as legacy BIOS server configurations. As
such, the recovery of both MBR and GPT disks and their associated volumes is also supported. However cross
recovery, such as recovering a UEFI backup to a legacy BIOS system (and vice-versa), is not supported.
Dissimilar Hardware Restore
The Backup Exec™ 2014 dissimilar hardware feature enables administrators to perform a bare metal recovery
to a new server with a different hardware configuration. The process of configuring a recovered server for new
or dissimilar hardware is fully automated, leveraging the built-in driver database that comes with Backup
Exec™ 2014‘s SDR technology package. Administrators can add additional drivers to the driver database within
an SDR recovery disk using automated tools included with Backup Exec™, which is explained in greater detail
later on in this document as well as in the Backup Exec™ 2014 Administrator’s Guide.
Backup Data Locations
The bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery process can utilize backup data stored on locally attached
media, such as a local tape or local USB drive, or it can utilize backup data hosted on a remote Backup Exec™
2014 server. This includes secondary Backup Exec™ 2014 servers that have received the backup data (and
associated DR files) through a set copy or offsite replication (optimized duplication) process.
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Recovery Disk
The Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk is the tool used by administrators to perform bare metal and dissimilar
hardware recovery operations. The Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk is based on the powerful Microsoft
operating system components and includes a robust driver database leveraged for both runtime tasks and
dissimilar hardware recovery operations.
Recovery Disk Versions
Two basic versions of the Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk are available. They are:
 32-bit
 64-bit
Depending on the platform being restored, the correct version of the recovery disk should be used. Each
recovery disk boots and operates in an identical manner. When creating a custom version of the recovery disk,
the corresponding source version of the default recovery disk must be used.
Recovery Disk Language Support
The recovery disk supports all languages supported by Backup Exec™ 2014. During the recovery disk boot
process, a language selection screen is displayed from which the administrator can select a language version to
use:

Figure 8: Recovery Disk Language Menu
After a language has been selected, the recovery disk boot process continues and the corresponding languageversion of the recovery environment is loaded.
Recovery Disk User Interface
After entering the recovery environment, the administrator can navigate between three tabs:


Recovery – “Home” screen of the recovery environment, used to launch recovery wizard and perform
bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery operations
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Figure 9: Recovery Tab


Network – Used to manage the server’s network configuration while in the recovery environment,
such as IP address settings

Figure 10: Network Tab


Utilities – Used for additional recovery environment operations, such as execution of the support tool,
dynamic loading of drivers, and accessing a command prompt
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Figure 11: Utilities Tab
Recovery Process (Data on Remote Backup Exec Server)
The recovery wizard can be accessed by navigating to the Recovery tab and selecting the ‘Recover This
Computer’ option. The recover wizard is designed to be a guided process, stepping the administrator through
the process of performing a recovery operation, and can be used by administrators performing a bare metal
recovery operation for the first time, or by administrators already familiar with the process. The recovery
process includes the following steps:


Remote or Local Recovery Selection – The administrator selects whether the backup data to be
restored is located on a remote Backup Exec server or on a locally attached storage device (the
remaining steps in this example are based upon the remote Backup Exec server selection).

Figure 12: Remote or Local Recovery Selection
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Identification of Remote Backup Exec Server – The administrator identification information for the
Backup Exec server as well as authentication credentials.

Figure 13: Remote Backup Server Identification


Backup Data Selection – The administrator selects the server and point in time that is to be restored to
the local system.

Figure 14: Backup Set Selection


Volume Layout Configuration – The administrator determines what the local system’s volume layout
will be after the recovery process has completed.
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Figure 15: Volume Layout Configuration


Advanced Disk Configuration – Administrators can access advanced disk configuration tools and
features if additional changes are required.
If the target local disk or disk array is not visible during this step, it may be necessary to load the
correct storage controller driver and rescan disks using the advanced disk configuration option.

Figure 16: Advanced Disk Configuration


Recovery Process Start – After selections have been reviewed and confirmed, the administrator begins
the recovery process.

Recovery Process (Data on Local Device)
The recovery steps leveraging backup data stored on locally attached storage devices are very similar.
However, rather than selecting a remote Backup Exec™ 2014 server, the administrator selects the local device
containing the backup data, as well as the .DR file corresponding to the backup set that will be restored. All
other recovery steps are the same. It is important to note that backup data that resides in a deduplication disk
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storage device can only be used in conjunction with a disaster recovery operation performed directly from a
Backup Exec server.
Customizing the Recovery Disk
Backup Exec™ 2014 includes the capability to create customized versions of the recovery disk. The primary
purpose of creating a customized version of the recovery disk is to enable administrators to add additional
storage and network drivers to the recovery disk’s driver database in order to fully support the servers in their
environment. The first step in creating a custom version of the recovery disk is to identify the source recovery
disk media (must be locally available to the Backup Exec™ 2014 server from which the custom recovery disk
wizard is being run) or image (.ISO) file that will be used as the source for the customized version of the
recovery disk.
The customized version of the recovery disk will be language specific and will not present choices for language
selection during boot-up. The customized recovery disk language can be selected during the customized
recovery disk creation wizard.
Once the source recovery disk media or image has been identified, drivers can be harvested remotely from
servers being protected by a Backup Exec™ 2014 server and injected into the database of the custom recovery
disk. Custom drivers can also be added manually to a custom recovery disk. The process of harvesting drivers
remotely includes two steps. The first is to identify the remote servers from which drivers need to be
harvested:

Figure 17: Select Remote Computers for Driver Harvesting
The next is to identify, from the list of identified drivers, those that should be added to the custom recovery
disk. Only drivers that are not already present in the driver database are listed and available for selection:
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Figure 18: Select Drivers to Include
Once the needed drivers have been identified, the process of creating a custom version of the recovery disk
that includes those driver files can begin.

Figure 19: Customizable Recovery Disk Diagram
Custom 32-bit drivers can be added to a custom 32-bit recovery disk built from the default 32-bit recovery disk,
and custom 64-bit drivers can be added to a custom 64-bit recovery disk built from the default 64-bit recovery
disk. Custom 32-bit drivers can be added to a 64-bit customized recovery disk, and custom 64-bit drivers can be
added to a 32-bit customized recovery disk. These drivers are added to the driver database and used for
dissimilar hardware recovery.
Placing the Recovery Disk on USB Drives or USB Thumb Drives
It is possible to place the Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk on alternate types of boot media, such as a USB
drive or USB thumb drive. Using a USB drive or thumb drive instead of an optical DVD to perform a bare metal
or dissimilar hardware recovery operation on a server can offer several advantages, such as recovery media
boot speed.
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Figure 20: Placing the Recovery Disk on USB Drives or Thumb Drives
Placing the Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk on a USB drive can offer several advantages, including a faster
recovery disk boot process and the ability to easily transfer data to and from the USB drive.
Note: Instructions for placing the recovery disk on a USB drive can be found here: TECH181347.

Important Notes Related to Placing the Recovery Disk on USB Devices


Use caution when entering a disk number in step 4; these instructions will destroy/delete any existing
data on the USB drive or USB thumb drive being used; ensure that all data has been copied successfully
from the USB drive or USB thumb drive to an alternate location before using these instructions



These instructions are offered as is, without technical support; placing the Backup Exec™ 2014
recovery disk on alternate media is not an out-of-the-box feature of Backup Exec™ 2014, and the
Backup Exec Technical Support team will not be able to assist or provide support in such scenarios



After a USB drive or thumb drive has been enabled to boot the Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk,
other data can be stored on it, as long as the recovery disk files and folders are not modified or deleted



In order for the Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk to boot successfully from a USB drive or USB thumb
drive, the USB drive itself must support boot functionality



While most modern computer systems support booting to a USB device, it may be necessary to modify
the system’s boot sequence/order in order for the system to boot to the USB device
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Data Deduplication
Integrated Data Deduplication
Backup Exec™ 2014 includes integrated, block-level deduplication technology that dramatically reduces backup
storage requirements. This technology also applies to the bare metal and dissimilar recovery features of
Backup Exec™ 2014. Critical system component data captured during a Simplified Disaster Recovery-enabled
backup operation can be deduplicated alongside other backup data captured from a server, offering the same
storage benefits. In order for backup data to be deduplicated, it must be stored to a deduplication-enabled
device, such as the Backup Exec Deduplication Storage Folder. It is important to note that backup data that
resides in a Deduplication Storage Folder can only be used in conjunction with a disaster recovery operation
performed directly from a Backup Exec server.
Data Deduplication Overview
As backup data is captured from protected servers and stored to the Deduplication Storage Folder on a Backup
Exec server, the data is scanned to determine which blocks are unique and need to be stored and which blocks
are non-unique and can be skipped. Only unique data blocks are stored to disk, while non-unique blocks are
skipped. Unique and non-unique blocks are identified through a process known as fingerprinting.

Figure 21: Data Deduplication Fingerprinting Process Diagram
The calculation of data block fingerprints can occur at the client level, the server level, or at the appliance level.
Which calculation method is most efficient for a given backup operation depends on the backup environment
topology, whether the client is physical or virtual, and other factors. Client-level, server-level, and appliancelevel deduplication methods can be mixed and matched according to the needs of an administrator.
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Domain Controller Recovery Considerations
Backup Exec™ 2014 fully supports the bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery of Windows Server
2003/R2 and Windows Server 2008/R2 Active Directory Domain Controllers in either standalone or domain
forest environments. Key supported recovery operations for Active Directory Domain Controllers include the
following:
•
•

Bare metal recovery of domain controllers back to their original hardware configuration
Bare metal recovery of domain controllers to dissimilar hardware configurations

Note: For detailed information on the specific Microsoft server platforms supported by Backup Exec™ 2014, please refer
to the Backup Exec compatibility lists available here: TECH175581.

Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) Integration
Backup Exec™ 2014 works in accordance with Microsoft best practices to protect Windows 2003/R2, Windows
2008/R2, and Windows 2012 servers, including Active Directory Domain Controllers. Through integration with
the Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS), Backup Exec™ 2014 ensures that Active Directory Domain
Controller databases are correctly prepared for backup, ensuring that the server can be recovered properly.
Resetting Domain Controller Invocation IDs and Preventing USN Rollbacks
An important element of properly backing up a domain controller is ensuring the backup process deals with
the resetting of the domain controller’s Invocation ID. Each domain controller in a forest has a different
Invocation ID, allowing each domain controller to be properly identified in the forest and allowing replication
processes to proceed correctly. If a domain controller is recovered in a forest environment and its Invocation
ID has not been reset, a USN rollback can occur causing replication problems and allowing old data to return to
the domain environment.
Backup Exec™ 2014 integrates with the Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) to properly prepare
domain controllers for backup. During a backup operation, the VSS writer ensures that the backup being
created of the domain controller is flagged as a backup copy. If a domain controller is recovered from that
backup, either to original hardware or dissimilar hardware, it will request a new Invocation ID allowing it to
rejoin the domain properly and avoiding replication problems such as USN rollbacks. This process is fully
automated and requires no user intervention.
Best Practices When Protecting Active Directory Domain Controllers
Please consider the following recommendations and best practices when protecting Active Directory Domain
Controllers for bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery with Backup Exec™ 2014:
•

Tombstone Lifetime - Backups captured from domain controllers should not be older than the
tombstone lifetime for the Active Directory Domain. Restoring a recovery point older than the
tombstone lifetime could result in previously purged Active Directory objects being reintroduced into
the domain environment.
Note: The tombstone lifetime is the number of days before a deleted object is permanently purged
from the directory services database. For Windows Server 2003/R2, Windows Server2008/R2, and
Windows 2012 the default tombstone lifetime is 60 days.

•

Computer Account Password Age – A recovery point of a domain controller should not be older than
two times the maximum computer account password age. A maximum password age determines the
number of days a password can be used before the system requires it to be changed. By default, this
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setting is defined in the Default Domain Group Policy Object (GPO) and in the local security policy of
workstations and servers with a value of 30.
•

Recently Recovered Domain Controllers – Newly-promoted or recovered domain controllers use a
default computer account for the first few hours while they establish a valid and unique computer
account. After performing a recover of an Active Directory Domain Controller, allow the domain
controller to run for at least 24 hours before you create the first recovery point. This ensures that the
domain controller has obtained a valid and unique computer account.

•

Check for Consistency – Check a newly promoted or a restored Active Directory Domain Controller for
consistency before creating the first recovery point.

•

Point-in-Time Consistency for Multi-volume Backups – A backup of all the active disk volumes on a
domain controller must be created and restored at the same time to preserve the synchronization of
the domain controller’s data. To do so, select all the domain controller’s volumes when you create the
schedule of the backup job. When multiple server volumes are included in the same backup job,
snapshots for all included volumes are captured at the same point in time.

•

Top Down Restores – In a server forest environment, when you restore a tree or an entire forest, be
sure that you restore from the top down to maintain domain integrity.

Restoring an Active Directory Domain Controller to Dissimilar Hardware
Backup Exec™ 2014 can be used to restore Windows 2003/R2, Windows 2008/R2, and Windows 2012 Active
Directory Domain Controllers to dissimilar hardware configurations. As described above, Backup Exec™ 2014
interacts with the VSS service to prepare the domain controller and the Active Directory database for backup.
Running with VSS disabled is not supported and causes domain controller failures upon restoration.
Automatic Detection and Installation of Critical Hardware Drivers
During a dissimilar hardware recovery operation, Backup Exec™ 2014 automatically detects and installs the
following key driver elements of the new server hardware configuration to ensure the Active Directory Domain
Controller functions properly under the new hardware configuration:
Driver Components Automatically Configured During Dissimilar Hardware Restore
Mass storage controller



Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)



Network interface controller (NIC)



Operating system kernel files



As discussed in a previous section of this document, the Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk used to perform
dissimilar hardware recovery operations can be customized with additional hardware drivers to ensure support
for non-standard environments.
Note: Backup Exec™ 2014 does not support bare metal or dissimilar hardware recovery of Windows 2012 R2 servers or
Windows 2012 R2 domain controllers.
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Encryption Considerations
Using Backup Exec™ 2014 with Microsoft BitLocker
Windows BitLocker Drive Encryption is a security feature that provides better data protection for your
computer, by encrypting all data stored on the Windows operating system volume.

Figure 22: Full Disk Encryption
Using Symantec Backup Exec™ 2014 alongside Microsoft BitLocker is fully supported by Symantec for Windows
2008 and Windows 2012 servers. Backup Exec™ 2014 can protect Windows 2008 servers running Microsoft
BitLocker and perform bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery operations of these servers.
Please note the following considerations when using Backup Exec™ 2014 to protect Windows 2008 and
Windows 2012 servers also running Microsoft BitLocker:
Considerations for Bare Metal Recovery of Servers Protected with Microsoft BitLocker
Back Up All Volumes on the System Disk
If the system disk (the disk to which Windows is installed) contains multiple volumes, all volumes on that disk
should be backed up. When a restore is performed using the Symantec Recovery Disk (SRD), the target disk will
be encrypted and unintelligible. As such, when a restore operation from the SRD is performed to that disk, all
data on that disk is removed as a part of the restore operation. If only one volume on that disk was backed up,
then only one volume will be restored to that disk, potentially resulting in data loss if the disk contained more
than one volume originally.
Unlock Volumes before Backup
System and data volumes that are protected with Microsoft BitLocker will need to be unlocked before Backup
Exec™ 2014 can protect them.
Backup Exec™ 2014 will see the volumes protected by Microsoft BitLocker in unlocked mode in Windows, and
resulting backups are also stored in an unencrypted state. For this reason, it is recommended that Backup
Exec™ 2014’s own software AES encryption feature be used to encrypt recovery points to ensure data remains
securely protected while stored in backup format.
Non-bare Metal Recovery Operations (SDR Not Used) Unaffected by Encryption
Non-bare metal recovery operations performed by Backup Exec™ 2014, which do not require the use of the
recovery disk, are not affected by the presence of Microsoft BitLocker. Because these restore operations are
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done within the Windows framework, the Microsoft BitLocker solution will be actively running and will be
transparent to the restore process.
Encryption Must Be Re-applied After Bare Metal, Dissimilar Hardware Recovery
After a bare-metal or dissimilar hardware recovery event, disk volumes will need to be re-encrypted. Because
the disk volumes are seen as unencrypted by Backup Exec when backups are captured, they are also restored
unencrypted. As a result, after a recovery operation volume encryption using BitLocker must be re-applied.
Using Backup Exec™ 2014 with Symantec Endpoint Encryption and Third-party Encryption Solutions
Using Backup Exec™ 2014 alongside Symantec Endpoint Encryption or other, third-party encryption solutions is
not currently supported.
Note: For further details on supported disk encryption solutions with Backup Exec™ 2014, please refer to the Backup
Exec compatibility lists available here: TECH175581.
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Licensing
Bare Metal and Dissimilar Hardware Restore Features Included
The SDR technology within Backup Exec™ 2014 that enables bare metal recovery and dissimilar hardware
recovery capabilities is included in the core Backup Exec product license and is not purchased or licensed
separately. Any individual server that is licensed for protection by a Backup Exec server, such as a server that is
licensed for the Agent for Windows or the Agent for Applications and Databases, is eligible for backup policies
enabled for bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery.
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Notes and Best Practices
Bare Metal Recovery of Deduplicated Backup Sets
Bare metal and dissimilar hardware restore operations cannot be performed using deduplicated backups which
are stored on a locally attached device. In order to use deduplicated backups for bare metal and dissimilar
hardware restore operations, the recovery disk must connect to a Backup Exec server and ‘pull’ the
deduplicated backup data from that remote server. A Backup Exec server is necessary in the process in order to
‘rehydrate’ the deduplicated backup data.
System Type Affinity
Both EFI/UEFI and BIOS system types are supported by Backup Exec™ 2014 for bare metal and dissimilar
hardware recovery, as well as their respective GPT and MBR disk and volume types. However, backup sets
captured from an EFI/UEFI system can only be restored to an EFI/UEFI system, and backup sets captured from
a BIOS system can only be restored to a BIOS system.
Bare Metal Recovery Limited to Windows Servers
In Backup Exec™ 2014, bare metal and dissimilar hardware restore operations are only supported for Windows
servers. Non-Windows platforms are not supported.
Note: For a full list of Windows platforms supported for bare metal and dissimilar hardware restore operations, please
refer to the Backup Exec compatibility lists available here: TECH175581.

Local Recovery Disk Used for Bare Metal Restore
In Backup Exec™ 2014, bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery operations can only be performed using a
local recover disk. Remote recovery operations instrumented from a central administration server are not
supported.
Application Data Restored Separately
For servers hosting applications, bare metal and dissimilar hardware recovery operations do not restore
application data. Rather, the bare metal and dissimilar hardware restore process recovers the core operating
system and data elements of the server, after which the application must be restored separately.
Applications can be restored to a server that has recently been recovered using a bare metal or dissimilar
hardware restore operation from the Backup Exec console.
Note: For instructions on performing an application-level recovery, please refer to the Backup Exec™ 2014
Administrator’s Guide available here: DOC5211.

Note: In order for application-level recovery to be available, the original server must be protected using the Agent for
Applications and Databases, and the application resource on that server must be protected by at least one backup
policy.

Migrated Jobs Are Not Enabled for Bare Metal Recovery
Jobs migrated from some earlier versions of Backup Exec, such as Backup Exec 2010 and earlier, are not
enabled for Simplified Disaster Recovery and are therefore not enabled for bare metal or dissimilar hardware
recovery.
Administrator Privileges Required
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Local administrator privileges are required in order to protect a server for bare metal and dissimilar hardware
recovery.
Recommendation of One Simplified Disaster Recovery Backup per Server
For servers protected by multiple backup jobs, it is recommended to only have one of these jobs enabled for
Simplified Disaster Recovery.
Recovery Disk Network/PXE Boot
Because the Backup Exec™ 2014 recovery disk is built upon the Microsoft WinPE operating system, it is
possible to create network boot packages of the recovery disk and use these to network-boot servers into the
recovery environment. However, this is not a tested feature of Backup Exec™ 2014 and the Backup Exec
Technical Support team will not be able to assist or provide support in such scenarios. Symantec does not
provide tools or documentation for network-booting the recovery disk.
Windows 2012 and Windows 2012 R2 Servers and Domain Controllers
Backup Exec™ 2014 fully supports bare metal or dissimilar hardware recovery of Windows 2012 servers or
Windows 2012 domain controllers.
Backup Exec™ 2014 does not support bare metal or dissimilar hardware recovery of Windows 2012 R2 servers
or Windows 2012 R2 domain controllers. Support for this platform of Windows is planned for a future release
of Backup Exec.
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For More Information
Link

Description

http://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/new-backup-exec-partner-toolkit-v10

Backup Exec Partner Toolkit

www.symantec.com/business/backup-exec-for-windows-servers

BE Family Landing Page

www.symantec.com/business/products/whitepapers.jsp?pcid=pcat_business_cont&pvid=57_1

BE White Papers

www.symantec.com/business/products/datasheets.jsp?pcid=2244&pvid=57_1

BE Datasheets, Feature Briefs

TECH205797

BE Compatibility Docs

www.backupexec.com/configurator

BE Product Configurator

www.backupexec.com/skugenerator

BE SKU Generator and BEST Tool
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